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What   are   some   of   the   pros   and   cons   of   the   hybrid   schedule?  
(FULL   RESPONSES)   
 
Definitely   it   makes   it   harder   since   we   have   so   many   more   assignments   and   harder   to   grasp   the  
lessons   but   it   keeps   everyone   safe   
 
I   mean   I   feel   like   Iâ€™m   not   really   learning   that   much.   All   we   really   do   at   home   is   revie   or   read  
out   of   a   book.  
 
pros   -   some   is   online   cons-   harder   to   balance   between   online   and   regular   
 
"A   pro   is   that   the   teachers   can   concentrate   on   you   more   in   class   because   there   are   less  
students.   A   con   is   when   you   message   a   teacher   they   don't   get   back   to   you   right   away,   but   that   is  
because   they   also   have   a   class   in   school."  
 
"Pros   -   You   Get   a   ""Break""   for   Two   Days  
 
Cons   -   Disorganized   
 
No   face   to   face   learning  
 
Difficult  
 
Confusing  
 
Flat   out   bad  
 
"Pros:   the   stress   of   waking   up   and   going   to   school   everyday   is   decreased   tremendously.   
Cons:   doing   online   worksheets,   and   then   coming   to   school   just   to   take   tests   it   very   difficult  
because   it   feels   as   we   are   barely   being   taught   in   the   classrooms.   "  
 
you   can   work   on   things   at   your   own   pace.  
 
 
"Pros:  
I   can   work   on   my   virtual   work   whenever   I   want,   as   long   as   it   is   done   by   the   due   date.  
The   work   is   a   little   easy.  
Cons:  
It   is   difficult   to   catch   up   when   you   miss   a   day.  
It   is   harder   to   get   a   hold   of   teachers   for   help."  
 
"Pros-   the   students   and   teachers   are   safer   this   way   
I   have   more   time   outside   of   school   to   catch   up   on   work   and   can   learn   at   my   own   pace   
Cons-   its   not   the   same   as   learning   in   person   and   always   having   help   "  
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Pros:   we   can   do   out   work   on   our   own   time   Cons:   none   of   us   are   learning   we   just   go   by  
â€œitâ€™s   due   by   11:59   Sunday   night  
 
"We   can   do   things   at   our   own   pace.   
 
We   can   work   ahead   if   we   are   allowed   to.  
 
I   feel   like   there   is   not   as   much   homework   to   do."  
 
cons   -   its   harder   
 
"Being   at   home   allows   me   to   work   at   my   own   pace   and   practice   self   discipline   that   I   know   will   be  
helpful   for   when   i   go   to   college.   Sometimes   I   run   into   silly   little   problems   that   I   wish   I   could   ask   a  
teacher   quickly   about   instead   of   going   through   the   trouble   of   writing   an   email   and   waiting   for   a  
reply.   Plus,   our   in-school   days   are   draining.   I   am   getting   used   to   it   now   and   am   making   it   work  
for   me.  
 
Being   at   home   is   great   in   the   sense   that   I   can   go   out   throughout   the   day   and   live   life   normally  
rather   than   school   school   school.   I   like   being   in   control   of   my   schedule   and   I   think   it   is   a   great  
growth   opportunity   for   me."  
 
The   cons   are   you   are   not   getting   as   much   in   person   learning.   The   pros   is   you   can   do   school  
work   when   you   want   to   not   a   set   schedule.  
 
Being   and   school   and   getting   bullied  
 
I'm   only   at   school   two   or   three   days   a   week   which   is   good   in   some   ways,   but   I   don't   get   to   see  
all   my   friends   and   it's   hard   to   learn   online.  
 
You   don't   have   to   wake   up   everyday,   and   you   get   more   of   a   mental   break,   but   you   also   have   to  
force   yourself   to   do   the   work   
 
Pros:   I   work   at   my   own   pace.   Cons:   I   have   trouble   doing   it   because   of   my   environment,   I   get  
very   stressed   and   depressed   when   I'm   home,   I   skip   work   and   it's   harder   to   understand   what   to  
do,   It   has   lowered   my   grades.  
 
less   crowding(pro)  
 
"Getting   in   class   learning   with   proper   help  
 
the   stress  
 
Pros   are   you   get   in   school   instruction   but   not   have   to   be   confined   to   masks   and   distance   of   all  
day  
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"pro   -   getting   good   rest   on   off   days/personal   time   management  
con   -   not   a   true   schedule/not   seeing   the   entirety   of   our   group   of   peers"  
 
 
"pros-   extra   sleep,   less   people   in   the   school,   work   at   own   pace   during   the   online   days  
cons-   can't   see   most   of   my   friends,   sometimes   there   is   to   much   work   and   if   the   teachers   are  
teaching   group   b   then   I   can't   get   any   help."  
 
"Pros-   
    1.   Smaller   classes  
    2.   Can   take   mask   breaks  
 
Cons-  
    1.   Get   lost   on   where   I'm   at   for   school  
    2.   Can't   always   get   help   right   away  
    3.   Hard   for   me   to   understand   on   cyber  
 
You   don't   get   to   see   everyone,   and   its   annoying   having   to   go   from   in   person   to   online   but   it's  
good   having   a   somewhat   break.  
 
The   hybrid   is   working   so   far   and   it   is   so   much   safer   than   everyone   going   back   at   once.   
Personally,   the   hybrid   schedule   does   not   work   for   me.   The   only   pro   there   is   for   me   is   that   I   get   to  
see   family   I   don't   see   often   because   they   are   home   on   the   same   days   as   I   am.   The   cons   are   I  
just   can't   focus   at   home   at   all.   If   I   sat   and   did   all   my   work   it   would   probably   only   take   me   an  
hour,   but   personally   I   cant   do   that.   
 
"Pros:   you   still   get   to   go   to   school   sometimes,   you   can   sleep   in   longer   on   days   you   have   online  
school  
 
Cons:   you   don't   get   to   see   everybody,   it   can   be   hard   to   learn   online"  
 
N/A  
 
"cons-   not   getting   one   on   one   time   with   teacher   
pro-   not   having   to   get   ready   everyday   "  
 
It's   nice   to   be   at   home   on   days   that   I   wouldn't   normally   get   home   until   late   at   night   during   school.  
But,   at   the   same   time,   adjusting   between   the   different   schedules   is   super   stressful  
 
"cons:its   realy   hard   to   remember   the   secdual   most   of   the   time   
 
the   masks   make   it   hard   to   talk   and   for   walking   all   around   the   school  
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pros:i   get   to   sleep   a   little   later   if   needed   on   cyber   days"  
 
Pros:   Get   to   stay   home   for   at   least   2   days   sometimes   3  
Cons:   My   grades   are   slipping"  
 
Pros:   more   time   to   do   work,   teachers   can   help   more   people   in   school   due   to   less   students  
Cons:   less   motivated   to   do   work,   less   help   from   teachers"  
 
I   enjoy   that   the   hybrid   schedule   gives   me   the   opportunity   to   work   at   my   own   pace   for   some   of  
the   week.   I   also   like   the   fact   that   I   don't   feel   as   drained   as   I   normally   do   after   5   in   person   days.  
However,   with   the   virtual   learning,   I   often   find   myself   teaching   myself   many   difficult   concepts,  
which   can   lead   to   high   stress.  
 
Pros:   Easier   not   having   to   get   up   every   day   really   early,   less   stress  
Cons:   Not   seeing   friends"  
 
"Pros:   seeing   friends   more   And   in   class   help  
Cons:barley   any   mask   breaks  
 
Con   -   Chance   of   exposure   "  
 
pro-is   that   you   get   more   time   to   work   on   what   you   want   to   work   con-procrastinators   don't   get  
anything   done   because   it   is   so   easy   not   to   do"  
 
Only   pros   if   i   am   being   honest   it   just   works   better   with   multiple   different   things   for   me   the   only  
kind   of   meh   thing   is   the   virtual   stuff   but   its   not   bad   at   all  
 
"pros-  
I   get   to   sleep   in   till   9  
I   eat   all   day  
Classes   are   less   noisy  
Cons-   
Cant   learn  
Grades   are   dropping  
Struggling   to   stay   focused  
More   stressed   about   not   knowing   what   2   do"  
 
"pro   I   think   one   pro   is   that   we   can   directly   talk   to   the   teacher   and   not   have   to   wait   for   a   email  
 
cons   all   of   the   things   that   we   do   can   be   done   online.   teachers   can   easily   spread   covid-19   due   to  
the   fact   that   the   face   shield   can   still   let   particles   be   spread    ""Veltman   says.   If   the   person  
remains   coughing   and   talking   with   you   for   30   minutes,   then   the   face   shield   blocks   68%"".  
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another   con   that   I   think   is   a   bad   one   is   the   mask   break   this   is   awful   I   have   made   it   the   whole   day  
and   not   taking   one   mask   break   and   I   have   been   able   to   breathe   perfectly.   these   mask   break   are  
just   ridiculous   and   unnecessary     "  
 
Pros-   safer,   less   risk   with   fewer   people.  
 
the   only   pro   there   is   to   this   hybrid   schedule   is   limiting   the   exposure   risk,   but   there   had   been  
more   cons   with   me   than   pros.   my   grades   are   slipping   down   the   drain,   there   are   students   who  
need   to   learn   in   person   and   there   students   who   can   learn   on   virtual   learning   i   am   not   one   of  
those   students   who   learns   virtually   in   am   a   very   hands   on   person   i   need   to   be   able   to   ask   for  
help   because   online   work   such   as   GMM   is   not   teaching   us   anything,   we   do   the   problem   and   we  
are   not   guided   through   what   we   did   wrong   and   then   students   are   left   to   wrestle   with   the   question  
for   hours   until   they   feel   like   giving   up   on   the   question.   THIS   SCHEDULE   DOES   NOT   WORK  
FOR   ALL   STUDENTS,   STUDENTS   ARE   NOT   GETTING   THEIR   FULL   EDUCATION   AND   THIS  
HURTS   THE   STUDENTS   WHO   ARE   WORKING   THEIR   HARDEST   AND   ACTUALLY   CARE  
ABOUT   THEIR   GRADES!!!!!!!  
 
More   Sleep,   NOT   sleeping   during   class  
 
Not   as   stressful   
 
This   could   potentially   slow   the   spread   of   COVID-19   incase   of   an   outbreak.   On   the   same   hand,  
we   may   not   be   learning   as   much   because   we   are   not   in   school   for   the   time   usually   allotted   for  
the   school   year.  
 
pros,   teens   get   to   sleep   in   a   little   longer   plus   the   work   isn't   to   troubling.   con:   you   don't   have   a  
teacher   with   you   to   help   teach   and   learn  
 
"Pro,   before   I   was   on   everyday,   I   had   a   healthy   sleep   schedule.  
Cons,    the   work   is   harder   to   keep   track   of   (Even   on   everyday),   good   internet   is   a   gamble."  
 
Pros   I   get   my   work   done  
i   am   not   motivated   to   do   the   online   work   because   there   is   no   teacher   helping   me   
 
We   shouldn't   be   in   school   at   all   according   to   the   RECENT   COVID   CASES   
 
I   would   much   rather   go   to   school   full   time   with   all   of   the   students   together.   Online   makes   things  
a   little   more   difficult   for   me.   
 
A   pro   is   that   its   much   easier   to   learn   with   fewer   students   and   we   are   helping   prevent   the   spread   
 
Pros   I   dont   have   to   wake   up   as   much   cons   sucks   for   assignments   and   teachers   not   answering  
emails  
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"Pros-   having   2-3   days   at   home,   
Cons-   having   a   lot   of   online   work   "  
 
"pros-   get   to   be   home   for   more   than   2   days   a   week,   quiet   and   easier   to   focus   at   home  
cons-   not   being   able   to   see   everyone   everyday   "  
It   keeps   everyone   safe   and   enforces   social   distancing.   Con   i   dont   get   to   see   friends   but   i   can   do  
that   outside   of   school  
 
I   like   I   can   get   my   work   done   when   I   want   
 
You   donâ€™t   have   a   high   risk   of   getting   the   virus   
 
Cons:   you   donâ€™t   get   to   see   all   of   your   friends   and   the   days   you   are   off   make   it   harder   to  
learn   
 
N/A  
 
lots   of   assignments   i   am   not   aware   of,   very   confusing  
 
"Pros:   I   get   a   break   some   days,   it's   easier   on   me   to   only   have   to   go   to   school   a   few   days   a  
week,   I   feel   safer   only   going   half   a   week.   
 
Cons:   I   dont   get   to   see   some   of   my   friends,   if   Iâ€™m   confused   on   certain   things   I   have   to   email.  
"  
 
Hybrid   days   allow   for   more   free   time.   Not   only   that,   but   it   makes   things   easier   when   it   comes   to  
transportation   and   gas   money.  
 
I   feel   that   it   is   preparing   me   for   college.   I   take   exams   on   the   days   that   I   come   in   and   do   my   work  
on   the   days   off.   It   was   difficult   at   first   to   establish   a   schedule,   but   it   has   forced   me   to   improve   my  
time   management   skills.   My   grades   have   improved   from   low   As   to   high   As   because   I   can   get  
more   one   on   one   attention   from   the   teacher   with   the   hybrid   schedule.  
 
The   hybrid   schedule   gives   me   insight   on   what   it   will   be   like   to   have   to   not   procrastinate   and   to  
get   work   done   once   Iâ€™m   in   college.   
 
Pros:not   going   to   school   everyday   cons:not   being   able   to   learn   everyday   and   having   to   figure  
things   out   on   my   own  
 
The   pros   are   we   learn   so   much   more   half   in   school   half   out   of   school.   I   have   twice   as   much   free  
time   to   study   for   tests   and   get   work   done.   If   kids   apply   themselves   and   try   to   do   the   work  
teachers   give   them,   they   will   see   that   they   are   giving   us   more   time.   Also,   I   have   retained  
information   so   much   better   this   way   and   I   think   others   would   too   if   they   just   treated   it   like   a  
normal   school   day.   Some   cons   are   teachers   do   not   get   instructional   time   to   teach   on   certain  
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days   of   the   week.   I   talked   to   a   few   people   and   they   think   that   if   we   did   zoom   during   our   off   days  
during   our   class   period,   then   we   will   still   get   the   lessons.   And   if   kids   cannot   attend   the   zoom,  
they   can   be   recorded   so   that   would   help   solve   the   teaching   problem.   
 
"Pro-   It   seems   to   be   slowing   the   spread   of   COVID-19  
Con-   Less   face   to   face   instruction   with   teachers.   "  
 
There   are   no   pros.   Cons   include   little   to   no   social   interaction,   lackluster   learning,   and   risk   of  
being   exposed   to   COVID-19.   Remote   learning   will   do   us   no   good   in   the   aspect   of   learning;  
however,   it   will   keep   us   safe.   Full-time   might   bring   my   grades   up,   but   is   risky   to   the   health   of   the  
students.  
 
For   me   personally,   my   grades   have   gone   up   and   I   am   doing   very   well   with   hybrid.   I   still   get   to  
learn   in   school   for   part   of   the   week,   and   I   enjoy   my   days   off   where   I   can   complete   the   work   at  
my   own   pace.   I   still   get   to   be   in   the   school   environment   for   part   of   the   week   but   I   greatly   enjoy  
being   able   to   have   two   weekdays   and   my   weekend   to   complete   my   hybrid   work.   The   only   con   I  
have   is   that   I   don't   ever   see   the   B-day   people,   but   most   of   my   friends   are   A-day   so   it   doesn't  
fully   affect   me.  
 
Pros   would   be   I   sleep   in   two   or   three   days   a   week.   Cons,   I   dont   get   to   see   half   of   my   friends   
I   liked   being   able   to   sleep   in   on   the   hybrid   schedule,   but   I   have   to   be   honest   with   you,   the   school  
part   of   hybrid   school   is   terrible.   I   have   to   learn   all   my   lessons   outside   of   school   and   then   come  
to   school   and   take   tests   on   things   I   taught   myself.   Iâ€™m   not   a   fan.   Plus,   I   miss   seeing   all   my  
classmates   everyday.  
 
We   get   up   wake   up   later   but   itâ€™s   harder   to   learn   and   get   motivated   
 
pros-   none;   cons-   the   teachers   PILE   on   work   and   expect   us   to   work   on   weekends  
Sleeping   in(pro)   but   not   understanding   canvas   assignments(con)  
 
"pros-   I   can   work   at   my   own   pace,   I   can   sleep   in   longer,   I   can   get   ahead   in   work   to   make   sure   I  
have   everything   done  
 
cons-   Hard   to   learn,   turn   in   date   confusing,   not   good   with   motivation"  
"pros:   at   least   some   in   school/hands   on   instruction  
cons:   less   hands   on   instruction"  
pro:   easier   to   do   the   online,   easier   to   learn   
 
"Cons:   everything   is   different,   no   motivation   for   cyber   work,   not   seeing   everyone.  
 
Pros:   not   seeing   everyone   is   also   kinda   nice,   finally   got   used   to   it,   safer   with   covid   about   to   be   at  
its   peak."  
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"PROS-   1)   there's   less   students   in   the   classroom,   giving   us   the   advantage   of   social   distancing  
so   we   can   have   mask   breaks   2)   teachers   can   have   more   one   on   one   time   with   students   if  
they're   struggling   in   class   because   there   is   less   students   3)   LESS   GERMS   4)   students   have  
more   free   time/time   to   work   on   virtual   assignments   
CONS-   1)   LAZY   kids   are   failing.   "  
 
"Pros-   students   can   sleep   in   two-three   days   a   week  
Cons-   every   teacher   has   different   turn   in   dates   and   methods   making   it   confusing."  
 
pro   is   that   its   safe   when   you   are   home.   Cons   is   that   it   is   not   safe   to   be   in   the   school   .  
some   pros   are   we   are   online   most   days   and   in   school   some   days   and   i   get   to   see   my   friends   but  
the   cons   are   nothing  
 
Less   stress   at   school.   I   can   relax   and   do   work   at   my   own   pace.   
The   only   thing   that   is   good   about   the   cyber   days   is   you   get   to   sleep   in   a   bit.   
 
 
"pros-   my   virtual   days   are   less   stressful   and   i   feel   more   rested   due   to   attendance   time   and   come  
in   contact   with   less   students  
cons-   in   school   days   are   mostly   tests"  
 
Its   a   joke   too   much   work   
 
Its   nice   to   get   a   break,   but   virtual   schooling   is   so   boring   and   I'm   worried   it's   detrimental   to   my  
mental   health.   
 
only   pro   is   not   getting   up   early   five   days   a   week   
 
It   allowed   more   free   time   and   let   me   sleep   in.   While   I   got   more   sleep,   it   was   harder   for   me   to  
focus   when   I   wasnt   in   school.  
 
"Pros:   safety,   flexibility,   cheating   is   managed  
Cons:   none   "  
 
The   hybrid   schedule   is   good   because   it   gives   us   time   at   home   to   the   work   done   we   need   to   do  
and   have   some   downtime   to   relax  
 
There   are   no   pros   other   than   me   getting   an   extra   2   hours   of   sleep   other   than   than   that  
everything    has   been   worse   especially   my   grades   they   have   dropped   so   much.  
 
The   pros   are   getting   to   work   at   home   for   half   of   the   week   which   gives   me   a   break   form   the  
stress   of   being   in   school.   The   work   is   not   extremely   difficult   on   virtual   days   and   most   teachers  
are   very   understanding   when   you   have   internet   issues   or   didn't   understand   the   content.   The  
classes   are   less   crowded   which   think   not   only   reduced   the   risk   of   getting   covid,   but   also   crates  
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less   anxiety   that   some   find   in   social   situations.   The   only   cons   would   be   that   if   you   do   need   more  
immediate   help   on   an   assignment,   teachers   are   not   always   readily   available   because   they   are  
teaching   in   person   classes.   Also,   it   can   be   hard   to   wake   up   on   time   to   sign   in   on   virtual   days   and  
to   do   your   assignments   instead   of   procrastinating.  
 
Pros-   get   to   sleep   in   Cons-   hard   to   focus   and   learn   on   virtual   days  
 
Makes   weeks   go   by   faster,   but   at   the   same   time   my   grades   
Less   chance   of   getting   covid  
 
I   like   the   hybrid   schedule   because   it   really   allows   me   to   work   at   my   own   pace.   The   only   con   is  
making   sure   I   have   everything   turned   in   right   on   time   
 
"P)   Able   to   complete   assignments   on   your   own   time   while   online   
P)   Can   work   in   a   comfortable   environment   with   little   distractions   at   home.   
"  
 
"Pro   -   Seeing   friends   and   engaging   with   more   activity.   Also,   teachers   will   be   able   to   attend  
students   easily.  
 
Con   -   Worse   grades.   Slow   teacher   help.   "  
 
Cons   are   that   it's   making   me   not   want   to   do   my   assignments   and   ruins   my   sleep   schedule   and  
makes   me   really   not   want   to   go   to   school.  
Itâ€™s   hard   to   be   motivated   to   do   school   work   at   home   
 
"Pros-   More   free   time,   donâ€™t   have   to   wear   a   mask   everyday  
Cons-   Donâ€™t   get   to   see   friends   "  
 
Con:   Hard   to   get   on   a   normal   sleeping   schedule   Pro:   would   be   all   day   to   work   on   something   
All   teachers   post   work   in   different   ways   so   it   is   hard   to   tell   what   all   you   have   to   do   on   virtual  
days   
 
Pros   are   kids   are   safe   yes   but   cons   are   some   kids   arent   doing   their   best   and   are   already  
forgetting   to   turn   in   work   and   forgetting   to   come   to   school  
 
It   makes   it   harder   to   learn   the   material,   but   safety   is   the   top   priority.  
Online   work   is   absolutely   awful   and   I   will   not   participate   in   online   work  
Pro:   less   students   in   classroom   and   school   at   one   time.   Con:   Hard   to   stay   focused   when   at  
home  
 
"pros:   sleeping   in,   not   having   to   come   everyday,   more   time   to   work   on   assignments   
cons:   harder,   more   self-taught   "  
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pro:   are   you   get   to   work   at   your   own   pace    con:   questions   are   harder   to   get   through   to   teachers  
and   there   are   distractions   at   home  
 
"Pros:   less   conjuction   in   the   hallways   and   less   busy   classes.  
Cons:   If   a   teacher   misses   one   day   that   is   a   lost   opertunity   to   ask   a   question   on   an   assignment,  
some   teachers   aren't   fully   aquamated   to   the   schedual   yet,   and   you   dont   get   to   see   some  
friends."  
 
Homework   is   hard   and   sometimes   don't   understand   it   
 
Some   cons   are   that   I   am   not   getting   instruction   everyday   and   don't   have   a   resource   readily  
available   if   I   have   a   question   or   need   an   explanation.   
 
We   aren't   sleep   deprived,   we   can   get   all   our   work   done   early   and   have   the   rest   of   the   day   to  
work   unlike   school   all   day,   we   have   to   stay   until   3.   
 
"Pro's-   its   safer,   i   may   not   like   it   however   at   the   end   of   the   day   we're   less   likely   to   spread   it.  
Cons-   people   are   complaining   and   it's   annoying.   Also   online   isn't   as   benifital   to   me   however   I've  
been   doing   alright   "  
 
If   you   miss   a   day   you   grades   goes   down   to   a   C   or   D   and   it   can   be   hard   to   contact   a   teacher  
because   if   they   aren't   there   the   days   you   are,   it's   kinda   hard   to   take   a   test   on   paper   or   get   the  
work   that   isn't   on   canvas.   
 
I   donÂ´t   seee   many   cons   at   least   in   my   classes  
 
I   like   that   most   work   is   submitted   online   it   is   makes   it   harder   to   lose   my   papers.   wearing   masks  
in   school   sucks   but   we   have   to   do   it.   
 
Pros   I   get   to   stay   at   home,   and   if   I   want   to   go   one   vacation   I   can   go   and   still   do   my   online   work.  
Nothing   
 
More   time   to   work   and   cool   off   from   school.  
 
Con-full   price   parking   pass   to   park   here   half   the   time.   Con-I   can't   focus   at   home.  
Pros   are   that   social   distancing   is   achievable   the   cons   are   that   the   canvas   cite   is   not   simple   to  
navigate.   
 
The   days   you   are   off   you   can   spend   time   with   your   family   and   friends.   You   can   also   get   your  
work   done   at   whatever   time   you   want.  
 
"pros  
*   not   getting   corona   
cons  
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*   i   have   less   class   time   
*   i   have   to   email   my   teacher   about   everything  
*   i   get   distracted   easily   while   working   at   home   "  
 
hybrid   allows   students   to   get   more   one   on   one   time   with   teachers   making   them   more   confident  
in   there   abilities   and   allowing   there   grades   to   go   up   because   they   are   better   when   they   have  
more   one   on   one    time   allowing   them   to   buffer   out   what   problems   the   kids   have.   
"Pro-   more   realistic   to   how   college   works  
 
Less   stressful  
More   motivated   to   work  
 
Con-   Teachers   don't   have   a   great   idea   how   to   work   Canvas   "  
 
I   like   it   because   it   gives   us   students   a   break   from   coming   in.   Its   not   like   we   are   just   sitting   at  
home   playing   video   games   because   we   have   to   do   cyber   before   
 
i   only   have   cons     i   never   can   find   my   work  
 
it   is   less   stress   to   be   at   school   everyday   and   I   prefer   to   not   have   to   be   at   school   for   the   whole  
week   .  
 
The   only   pro   is   that   I   can   sleep   in   for   the   days   Iâ€™m   off.   But   all   the   cons   are   my   sleep  
schedule   is   trash,   I   have   no   motivation   to   actually   do   my   school   work,   I   just   sit   at   my   house   and  
watch   Netflix,   Iâ€™m   just   cheating   on   all   my   school   work,   everyone   that   is   has   an   off   day   is  
hanging   out   together   anyway,   Iâ€™m   just   using   photo   math,   and   we   are   teaching   ourselves  
what   the   teachers   should   be   teaching   us   to   come   back   to   school   and   take   a   test   on   it.   We   are  
basically   being   set   up   for   failure.   
 
Pro-   I   can   sleep   in   on   virtual   days          Cons-   Its   hard   to   focus   at   home   and   Its   hard   to   know   if   I  
turned   some   assignments   in   because   some   are   on   paper   while   others   are   online.   
you   dont   have   to   wake   up   early   everyday,   I   think   that   is   is   bad   because   you   can't   see   your  
friends   alot   and   you   van't   ask   teachers   for   help   as   much,   and   my   internet   isn't   th   best   so   it  
doesnt   work.   
 
"it's   good  
 
"Pros-   I   have   more   independence,   I   can   get   ahead   in   my   classes,   and   students   with   jobs  
arenâ€™t   as   stressed.   
 
Cons-   I   cant   really   ask   questions   right   away,   but   the   teachers   are   really   good   at   getting   back   to  
me   quickly.   "  
 
"pros:dont   have   to   wake   up   everyday,   nice   long   weekend.  
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cons:   dont   see   all   my   friends,   hard   to   do   online   work"  
 
The   pros   is   that   there   is   more   time   to   study   than   usual   because   the   teachers   do   not   see   us  
everyday,   but   the   cons   is   that   when   I   am   doing   repetitive   work   I   may   be   doing   it   wrong   and   if   I  
am   then   I   did   my   whole   assignment   wrong   and   it   would   be   extremely   difficult   for   me   to   learn   the  
"correct"   way   before   the   test   which   is   usually   the   first   or   second   day   that   Team   B   gets   back   to  
school   after   a   long   weekend.   It   is   also   hard   because   team   B   just   had   the   whole   week   off   and  
was   trying   to   teach   themselves   the   lesson   and   we   come   back   to   taking   a   test   on   something   that  
we   taught   ourselves.  
 
"Pros   non   Cons   takes   awhile   to   respond   to   questions,harder   to   find   assignments   
"  
 
Pros-non   cons-teachers   donâ€™t   understand   that   we   were   off   for   7   months.   They   are   giving   us  
an   insane   amount   of   work   that   I   can   barely   keep   up   with.   They   donâ€™t   understand   that   I   have  
two   sports   leagues,   a   job,   and   seven   other   fricken   classes.   Take   it   easier   on   us   for   the   love   of  
god.  
 
We   can   work   at   our   own   pace   which   is   great,   but   Iâ€™d   rather   have   a   teacher   in   front   of   me  
teaching   the   lesson.   
 
teachers   don't   have   as   much   stress   on   them   trying   to   make   work   for   two   diffrent   groups   of   kids   
more   time   to   work   but   no   one   to   ask   for   help  
 
"Con-   signing   in   at   10   am   
pro-   we   get   2-3   days   off  
 
Pro-   i   like   virtual"  
 
pros-   More   sleep   resulting   in   higher   energy   levels   to   complete   tasks   given.   Less   stress   levels   for  
teens.   Makes   me   feel   safer   at   school   and   I   get   more   help   because   of   less   students.   
 
No   motivation   to   do   online   since   its   more   work   than   I   get   in   class   or   at   home   on   non   school   days  
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